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1. INTRODUCT~ON 

In this paper we present the new data on the 

4J-MeS.On production in neutron-nucleus and· 

neutron-proton interactions. The experiMent was 

perforMed with the BIS-2 spectroM~ter at the 

Serpukhov accelerat9r. •-Mesons detecte~ by their 
. + -

favoured decay Mode into K K refer to a kineMatic 

region xF> 0 and pT< 1 GeV/c with.the Mean values 

<xF>=O.28 and <pT>=O.35 GeV/c. The effective beaM 

spectru~ for the detection or•-mesons begins at 30 

GeV, has its MakiMUM ar~und 40 GeV and tai1 up to 

70 G~V. The Main· coMponents of the .spectroMetef 

are: ·MoM~ntuM-anal~sing Mag~et, two sets of 

Multi-wire proportional chaMbers and two Multi-cell 
. ± . 

threshold Cherenkov counters used' fo~ K -selection~ 

2. A~DEPENDENCE OF INCLUSIVE ♦-MESON PRODUCTION 

The coMparison of experiMental data on the 

A-dependence of 1r,K-production /1/ with those of 

J/+-production /2/ shows that an exponent a in an 

eMpirical forM aCA)=a
0

•Aa increases for hadrons 

containing 111ore heavy quarks. As ♦-Meson is a 

nearly pure ss state, it. j.s interesting whether the 

A-dependence of· ♦.:...Meson .production confirMs this 

tendency. 

f~i~;,t;f,t;t't,ill;.,in K~r: 1 
:l 11t~.1-:•r.11•"·;.;---: 

1
J•~ •_ ~·: ~c ! -~-, .• , .... , ·'-'• 1,1.., .• l,.,lOBlUl..1 .• , 

" IF' f'' •,<>r,·1-•"U /', I :.t"'~i .~~, .. ~t·iv , ~n,:t 
JJP"~,:;.":,;;,;... ___ ~_, 21, -



In this analysis we coMpare the production of 

♦-Mesons on carbon, aluMiniuM and copper targets. 

Unfortunately, siMilar comparison with our hydrogen 

data /3/ was difficult owing to the different 

systeMatic errors. 
+ -

The K K effective mass spectra show signals of 

1190±80~ 1320±85 and 1220±85 ♦-Mesons for the 

carbon, aluMiniuM and copper targets, respectively. 

A ratio of cross sections has been obtained with 

sMall systematic uncertainty to describe the 

A-dependence of the ♦-Meson production. Normalizing 

to the cross section on carbon we get the ratios 

a(Al)/a(C>= 1.91±0.21 and a(Cu)/a(C)= 3.85±0.40 

Fitting the function <A
1

/AJ>« to these ratios we 

obtain«= 0.81 ± 0.06 for the-♦-production in the 

kinematic range xF> 0 and pT< 1 GeV/c. Using the 

saMe paraMetr~zation for the background below the 

♦-signal we obtain « = 0.65 ± 0.0.3 , significantly 

different froM one obtained 

and close to« obtained for a 

nucleus /1/. 

for the ♦-production 

± ± 
w ,K -production on 

The result of the ACCH0R collaboration for the 

♦-meson production by incident protons on Be and Ta 

targets is « = 0.86±0.02 /4/. The - obtained 

parameter« shows no sign~fican~ dependenc~ on xF 
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of ♦-Mesons produced in the range 0 <xF< 

Altho~gh our experiment covers the full 

0.3 

forward 

range xF> 0 the agreeMent with the ACCH0R result is 

quite good. 

The paraMeter « = 0.96 ± 0.04 was obtained by a 

coMparison of the hydrogen and ber~lliuM dat."a in 

the range 0.11 <xF< 0.24 /5/. The deviation of this 

value from ·the other two MmasureMents at nuclear 

targets is obviously a consequence of 

diffmrence between ·a 
0 

in an .eMp i r ical 
« 

a(A)=a
0

,A and a hydrogen cross section a(A=1>. 
' 

the 

forM 

Generally, the paraMeter « decreasms •with 

increasing xF for the most of particles /1/. Figure 

1 shows different value of « - in the proton and 

neutron beam experiMents. There is the saMe 

indication that« decreases with increasing ><F of 

♦-mesons. However, the «-values have.·been Measured 

at a narrow range of _><F ·and the statistical and 

systeMatic accuracy is inadequate to draw clear 

conclusions. The curve in fig.1 represents a fit of 

a parabolic function to the «-values obtained for 
± 

ff· produced in proton-nucleus interactions /1/. The 
. ± 

comparison of« obtained for the ff -data with t~ose 

for ♦ and JI+<«~ 0.94-0.96) /2/ indicates the 

following correlation: d(ff) <u<♦>< «(J/+). 
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Fig.1 The paraMeter « depending on the Mean 

xF-value of the detected ♦-Mesons. The sensitive 

regions in xF are O <xF< 0.3 for the ACCHOR Ta/Be 

data /4/, 0.11 <xF< 0.24 for the ACCHOR Be/H data 

/5/ and xF> 0 for the .BIS-2 experiMent. The 

parabolic curve describes the xF-dependence of a 
± ± 

for the ff ,K -production cross sections /1/. 

Thus we conclude that the exponent a increases 

and accordingly an effective 

hadron-nucleon interactions decreases 

increase of a Mass of quarks· forMing 

hadron. 
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3. ASSOCIATED PRODUCTION OF ♦-MESONS AND 
' 

STRANGE PARTICLES 

According to the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka · (OZI)-rule 

the single ♦~production without additional strange 

particles is strong forbidden in nonstrange beaMs. 

However the question OZI-allowed or 

forbidden processes 

whether 

doMinate the hadronic 

♦-production is still open /6/. Therefore the new 

experiMental data on the production or • 
accoMpanied by extra strange particles are quite 

interesting. 

The present analysis is based on the statistics 

or 6600±180 inclusive ♦-Mesons produced on the 

nuclear and hydrogen targets. Extra neutral strange 

particles were identified by their decays A--> pff 
+ -and K --> ff w. To select events with extra charged 

kaons the inforMation froM the Cherenkov counters 

was used. 

The rate of events with an additional A, K
9

, s 
and K - their fraction to all events with ♦ as 

function of a 
+ -K K MOSS is shown in fig.2 • 

+ 
K 

a 

A 

<> 
·1 definite increase of the st.range particle rate can 

+ -be observed when t.he K K •ass passes t.he ♦-region. 
't 

The observed rate excesses are 0.40±0.07 Y. for A, 
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K0, + 
0.26:1:0.07 Y. for 1.41:1:0.42 Y. for K and 

s 
0.41:1:0.14 Y. for K. The rate or events containing 

♦-Meson and the extra strange particles to that 

containing ♦-meson is Much larger, since one should 

take into account the background under the ♦-peak. 

So we obtain the rates 2.2:1:0.3 Y. for A, 1.6:1:0.4 Y. 
0 + -for K, 8.6:1:1.9 Y. for K and 3.2:1:0.7 Y. for K. 
s 

These rates correspond to 144:1:19, 94:1:20, 570:1:120 

and 210:1:45 events or the associated production or 
0 + 

♦A, ♦K, ♦K and ♦K systeMs, respectively. . s 
------, 

0.8 ++ /I ~ 0.6 t K~ 
0.7 j 

: 0.5 t 0.6 
t: 0.5 ] 0.4 

g ~:: + +4 0.3 + +· 2;: . 0.2 
a. 0.21 
~ 0.1 0.1 

i'2 

i ::: ++ K• ~:
75

~ ++ K-

- 15 + g 3. 
< t 1.25 + 
"- 2.5 + ~ 2. . 1. 

~ 1.5 0.75 

1. 0.5 

0.5 0.25 

0.99. 1.02 1.05 0.99 1 .02 1.01 

EFFECTIVE MASS K•K- , GeV / c' 

Fig.2 The fraction of'A, K0 , K+ and K- versus 
s 

invariant Mass + -
tt<K K >. Clear 

visible in the ♦-Mass region. 
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The observed event nuMbers allow one to 

calculate the fraction or inclusive ♦-production 

accoMpanied by the extra strange particles. The 

nuclear target data was not considered because 

there could be an additional uncertainty for 

nuclear targets due to extrapolation to the cross 

sections on nucleon. The hydrogen saMple contains 

about a half or the quoted event nuMbers. 

It was proved that in our kineMatical region the 

properties or the strange particles production can 

be well described by the LUND-model for low PT 
processes /7/. It gives us a reason to use the 

LUND-Model predictions for the extrapolation or the 

MoMentum spectra or the associative· strange 

particles in the full kinematic region. 

The calculating or the relative production rates 

should be corrected only by the ratio or the 

detection efficiencies or the considered reactions. 

Finally it was round that the detection efficiency 
0 + -

or the ♦A, ♦K, ♦K and ♦K systeMs relatively to 
s 

that or the inclusive ♦-Mesons are 24 Y., 9 Y., 25 Y. 

and 11 Y., respectively. Taking into account 

branching 
0 + -

K --)'II' 'If 

s 0 -0 
the K +K 

ratios or the decays 

and the share or the K
0 

in 
s 

A--)plr 

~e obtained that the extra A, 

relation 

K0+K0, 
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and K are presented in 20±4 ½, 55±17 ½, 33±11 ½ 

and 26±10 Y. cases of the inclusive ♦-events, 

respectively. These results correspond to ♦-Mesons 

produced in the kineMatical region xF> 0.1 and 

pT< 1 GeV/c. 

The rate of the OZI-allowed processes is a half 

~u• of the above indicated rates taking into 

account double counting of soMe exclusive channels. 

So we conclude that at least 67±12 Y. of the 

♦-Mesons are accoMpanied by the extra strange 

particles. This value is a lower liMit because 
± 

♦& -production is underestiMated. 

Thus 'our data show clear evidence that the 

inclusive ♦-production proceeds Mostly by 

OZI-allowed processes. 
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AJieeB A.H. HAP, El-90-316 
Po~geHHe ¢-Me30HOB B HeHTpoH-ngepHhJX 
B3aHMogeHCTBHHX npH 30-70 f3B 

HccnegyeTCH A-3aBHCHMOCTb ceqeHHH HHKITID3HBHoro 06pa30-
BaHirn ¢-Me30HOB H accou;HaTHBHoe po~eHHe ¢-Me30HOB 
co CTpaHHh!MH qacTHU:aMH. 3aBHCHMOCTb ceqeHHH po~geHHH ¢
Me30HOB OT aTOMHoro Beca MmueHH AB KHHeMaTHqecKOH o6na
CTH Xp > 0 H PT < 1 f3B/c onHChJBaeTCH CTeneHHh!M 3aKOHOM 
a(A) = a

0 
,Aa co 3HaqeHtteM noKa3aTenH a= .0,81±0,06. TaK

~e nonyqeHo, qTo BKnag OUH-pa3peweHHhIX npou;eccoB B ceqe
HHe o6pa30BaHHH ,p-Me30HOB cocTaBnHeT no KpaHHeH Mepe 67%. 

ITpenpIDIT 061,ewmeuuoro HHCTiiTYTa RAepHbIX HCCJieAOB8HHH. ,lly6Ha 1990 

Ale~v A.N. et·al. 
¢-Meson Production in Neutron-Nucleus 
Interactions at 30-70 GeV 

E 1-90-316 

An A-dependence of inclusive ¢-meson production and 
an associated production of ¢-mesons and strange partic
les by 30-70 GeV neutrons were investigated. The depen
dence of ¢-production cross sections on the atomic weight 
A in a kinematic region xp > 0 and PT< 1 GeV/c was obtai
ned. This dependence is well fitted by an exponential · 
form Aa with a= 0.81±0,06, It was obtained that at least 
67% of the inclusive ¢-meson ~·roduction proceeds by OZI
allowed processes, 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1990 


